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I.     Why Clean Energy?

• Clean energy, or energy derived from renewable sources like solar/wind/hydro, is expected to become the 

world’s primary energy source by 2050, a trend underpinned by government policy seeking to lower the global 

carbon footprint.

II.    Why Clean Energy Infrastructure?

• With an $884 Bn market cap, the industry stands to potentially benefit from secular growth in renewable energy 

and has also offered attractive yields supported by cash flows from long-term, contracted assets.

III.   Why GS Clean Energy Income Fund?

• The Fund targets investments in companies scaling the energy transition with effective management teams, 

high renewable asset quality, strong balance sheets and clear earnings growth and dividend visibility. Given the 

income focus, the Fund may be a portfolio fit for income-oriented equity and/or infrastructure allocations.

The Case for the GS Clean Energy Income Fund
Seeks to satisfy investor appetite for the renewables growth story and income 

generation 

Sources: GSAM, Bloomberg, and EIA; views as of 30-Sep-2020. The economic and market forecasts presented herein are for informational purposes as of the date of this presentation. There can

be no assurance that the forecasts will be achieved. 
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Expected Drop in Global CO2 

Emissions by 2050 Due to 

Clean Energy

35%

Growth in Renewable Energy 

Consumption Since 2010

Average Drop in Wind and 

Solar costs Since 2009

80%

Clean energy is well positioned to meet growing global energy consumption trends

• Renewable energy sources are expected to overtake crude oil and other liquids as the single largest 

energy source by 2050.

• Industry experts have continually underestimated growth in clean energy, lifting expectations >200% 

since 2011.

• By 2050, it’s expected that $10.3 trillion dollars of clean energy investments are needed to meet 

demand.

Government policy is focused on clean energy to lower carbon emissions 

• The power sector is the largest emitter of carbon dioxide (CO2) today and clean energy is critical in 

lowering the global carbon footprint.

• In the United States, 30+ states have renewable portfolio standards (RPS), mandating utilities 

increase exposure to renewable energy production.

• In March 2020, the European Union (EU) proposed a European Climate Law making it legally 

binding for net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.

Clean energy is becoming cost competitive

• Since 2009, the costs for wind and solar have decreased substantially.

• New build clean energy is now the cheapest source option in many circumstances.

• Continued cost declines will be critical in clean energy overtaking traditional hydrocarbons.

Why Clean Energy Now?

82%

Clean energy is expected to become the world’s primary energy source by 2050, a 

trend underpinned by government policy seeking to lower the global carbon footprint 

Clean Energy Backdrop Clean Energy Infrastructure Clean Energy Income Fund Appendix & Disclosures

Sources: GSAM and Bloomberg, EIA, IEA, Global Solar Council, and Global Wind Energy Council; data as of 30-Sep-2020. The economic and market forecasts presented herein are for 

informational purposes as of the date of this presentation. There can be no assurance that the forecasts will be achieved. 
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Global Energy Consumption is Growing & Changing
As global energy consumption grows, renewables are expected to overtake traditional 

energy as the single largest source, increasing share from 17% to 28% by 2050

• Historically, coal, liquids (primarily crude oil), and natural gas have been the largest sources of energy. In 2010, these hydrocarbons 

made up 84% of energy consumption and by the end of 2020, hydrocarbons are expected to account for 79% of energy consumption. 

• By the end of 2020, renewable energy consumption is expected to account for 17% of total demand, up nearly 82% since 2010. 

• Through 2050, the EIA projects that total global energy consumption will grow by 43% from current levels. At the same time, renewables 

– supported by electricity demand growth and government policy – are expected to overtake crude oil and other liquids as the single 

largest source of energy, growing by 137% from 2020 to 2050 and increasing its market share to 28% (vs. crude oil/liquids at 27%).

Primary Energy Consumption 2010 - 2050

Sources: GSAM, EIA’s 2019 International Energy Outlook, and Bloomberg’s New Energy Outlook 2019; latest data available as of 30-Sep-2020 BTU: British Thermal Unit. The economic and market 

forecasts presented herein are for informational purposes as of the date of this presentation. There can be no assurance that the forecasts will be achieved. 
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Clean Energy Has Become Cost Competitive
Costs associated with renewable energy generation have quickly fallen with new build 

renewables becoming the cheapest source of energy

Sources: Lazard’s Levelized Costs of Energy version 13.0; latest data available as of 30-Sep-2020. 

• Since 2009, the levelized cost of renewable energy has decreased substantially with solar and wind costs down 89% and 70%, 

respectively, as a result of economies of scale, growing capacity, government incentives, and technological advancements.

• Due to cost declines, not only are most newly built renewable energy facilities the cheapest source option, but some new build wind and 

solar projects are also competitive relative to the marginal costs of existing hydrocarbon power sources. 

• We believe continued cost declines and technology advancements will be critical for renewable energy to overtake traditional 

hydrocarbon sources. Intermittency concerns, however, remain as renewable energy assets cannot be turned on and off like more 

traditional sources of generation (e.g. natural gas, coal) and battery storage is relatively expensive. 

Change in New Build Levelized Cost of Energy Since 2009

Renewable Energy Sources Traditional Energy Sources

.

.
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Energy Producers
(Upstream)

Energy Infrastructure
(Midstream)

Energy Users
(Downstream)

Petrochemical

Markets

Refinery & 

Distribution

Sources: GSAM. For Illustration purposes only. 
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What is Clean Energy Infrastructure? 

Assets that generate relatively predictable cash flows by charging customers fees on 

energy volumes with minimum volume commitments (MVCs)

Clean Energy Backdrop Clean Energy Infrastructure Clean Energy Income Fund Appendix & Disclosures
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How is the Clean Energy Investable Universe Defined? 

Sources: GSAM and Bloomberg; latest data available as of 30-Sep-2020. C-Corp: C-Corporation. MLP: Master Limited Partnership. Past performance does not guarantee future results, which 

may vary.

While a variety of companies offer clean energy exposure, renewable independent 

power producers (IPPs) & power infrastructure companies focus on contracted assets 

Company Type Definition Asset Stage Location
Historical 

Yield
Structure 

Renewable 

IPPs

Renewable IPPs focus on clean energy 

assets that are fully operational; typically

pay shareholders higher dividends due to 

the contracted nature of the assets.

Largely

Operational 

North 

America
3 – 6%

C-Corp / 

MLP

Renewable-

Focused 

Power Infra.

Renewable-focused power infrastructure 

includes generation, transmission, and/or 

distribution companies that own contracted 

and/or regulated clean energy assets; may 

have some exposure to declining 

hydrocarbon and/or nuclear sources. 

Development 

/ Operational
Global 2 – 4% C-Corp

Residential 

Solar

Residential solar companies range from 

those that develop solar panels, to those 

that own, sell and install panels on rooftops.

Development 

/ Operational
Global 0% C-Corp

Clean 

Tech 

Clean tech companies focus on the 

technology needed to advance renewable 

energy to be more affordable and efficient. 

Development Global 0% C-Corp

Clean Energy Infrastructure Investable Universe

Clean Energy Backdrop Clean Energy Infrastructure Clean Energy Income Fund Appendix & Disclosures
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Why Clean Energy Infrastructure?

Provides exposure to an asset class that may benefit from secular growth in renewables, 

which have also historically offered attractive yields underpinned by contracted cash flows1

Sources: GSAM. For illustration purposes only. There is no guarantee that these objectives will be met. 1Source: Bloomberg, data as of 30-Sep-2020. Please refer to slide 7 for historical yield 

quotes by business type. 

Secular 

Growth

 Gain exposure to 

critical assets in a 

sector poised for 

secular growth given 

declining costs and 

supportive government 

policy.

Potential for 

Sustainable 

Income

 Attractive yield potential 

and less cash flow 

volatility than clean 

technology. Revenues 

are supported by fee-

based, long-term 

contracts and 

sustainable operating 

models. 

 On a EV/EBITDA basis, 

other income-oriented 

assets are expensive 

relative to history, while 

clean energy infra. is 

trading only modestly 

above historical 

averages and we 

believe there's room for 

multiple expansion.

 Offers portfolio risk 

benefits given lower 

volatility vs. other 

income-oriented 

equities as well as 

broader U.S. equities.

Lower

Volatility

Attractive 

Valuations

Clean Energy Backdrop Clean Energy Infrastructure Clean Energy Income Fund Appendix & Disclosures
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Sources: Bloomberg, GSAM, Alerian, data as of 30-Sep-2020. Please see additional disclosures at the end of this presentation for further asset class proxy descriptions. Past performance does 

not guarantee future results, which may vary.

Clean Energy Infrastructure Has Offered Attractive Yields
Dividends are supported by fee-based, long-term contracts with governments and 

private enterprises

Income-Oriented Asset Yields

Equity Markets Fixed Income Markets

Clean Energy Backdrop Clean Energy Infrastructure Clean Energy Income Fund Appendix & Disclosures
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Current  Multiple 3-Yr Avg. Multiple

2.6x

Discount

0.9x

Premium

1.4x

Premium

1.7x

Premium

2.7x

Premium

4.8x

Premium

Sources: Bloomberg, GSAM, and Bloomberg; latest data available as of 30-Sep-2020. EV/EBITDA valuation multiple: Enterprise value over earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and 

amortization. Delta: the difference between current multiples/spreads and 3-year averages. Please see additional disclosures at the end of this presentation for further asset class proxy descriptions. 

Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary.
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Clean Energy Infrastructure Valuations Are Attractive
The sector is trading modestly above historical multiples with room for multiple expansion 

in our view as renewables growth accelerates

EV/EBITDA Valuation Multiples Yield Spreads vs. U.S. 10 Year Treasury

670 bps

Discount

160 bps

Discount

148 bps

Discount

138 bps

Discount

130 bps

Discount

129 bps

Discount

Clean Energy Backdrop Clean Energy Infrastructure Clean Energy Income Fund Appendix & Disclosures
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The sector has had lower volatility than income-oriented and broader equities as well 

as strong recent performance

Clean Energy Infrastructure Offers Lower Volatility

Sources: GSAM, Bloomberg; latest data available as 30-Sep-2020. Volatility is measured by standard deviation. Please see additional disclosures at the end of this presentation for further asset 

class proxy descriptions. Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. 
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2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 YTD

2.8% 25.8% 39.8% 3.5% 59.3% 78.9%

1.4% 17.4% 21.8% -4.1% 36.6% 16.7%

-6.3% 12.0% 18.5% -4.4% 31.5% 5.6%

-10.4% 8.9% 12.8% -9.1% 28.6% -3.7%

-16.1% 8.5% 8.7% -14.6% 26.8% -12.3%

-40.6% -22.1% -7.7% -15.9% 23.9% -36.3%

Clean Energy Backdrop Clean Energy Infrastructure Clean Energy Income Fund Appendix & Disclosures
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Sources: GSAM; views and data as of 30-Sep-2020. Fund’s 80% investment policy to the extent they have economic characteristics similar to the investments included within that policy. The Fund 

may also invest in privately held companies and companies that only recently began to trade publicly. Fund’s investments in clean energy companies may include: U.S. and non-U.S. companies 

that (i) are constituents of one or more of the Fund’s stated benchmarks; (ii) are classified by the Global Industry Classification Standard (“GICS”) as part of the Renewable Electricity sub-industry; 

or (iii) have at least 50% of their assets, income, earnings, sales or profits committed to, or derived from, renewable energy electricity generation (wind, solar, hydrogen, geothermal, biomass, etc.), 

renewable storage and transmission, renewable energy equipment development manufacturing, electrified transport, biofuel production or energy efficiency solutions (including smart grid). Some of 

the clean energy companies in which the Fund invests, including companies that the Investment Adviser believes are involved in the transition to a more sustainable energy sector, may have 

operations that involve traditional energy facilities (including oil, gas or other hydrocarbons).

Why GS Clean Energy Income Fund?

 Effective management teams that operate with a 

strong corporate governance framework.

 High renewable asset quality, which is a function of 

contracted cash flow levels and duration, customer 

quality, and geographic/technological diversification.

 Strong balance sheets and liquidity as these 

businesses can weather various economic cycles and 

business cycles.  

 Clear earnings growth and dividend visibility to 

understand capital appreciation and income 

sustainability.

The Fund targets investments in public companies that are scaling the energy transition, 

primarily renewable independent power producers (IPPs) and power infrastructure

The GS Clean Energy Income Fund is one of the first funds in the industry to offer investors dedicated exposure to 

the growing clean energy infrastructure market. We believe the Fund is a strategic fit for any income-oriented equity 

and/or infrastructure allocations.

The Fund is Focused on Companies With:
Strong Asset 

Footprint

Effective    
Management 

Teams

Dividend 
Sustainability

Visible 
Earnings 
Growth

Quality 
Customers & 

Contracts

Strong 
Balance 
Sheets & 
Liquidity

Clean Energy Backdrop Clean Energy Infrastructure Clean Energy Income Fund Appendix & Disclosures
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Sources: GSAM; views as of 30-Sep-2020. For illustrative purposes only. There is no guarantee that these objectives will be met. 1EBITDA: Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and 

amortization. 2CAFD: Cash available for distribution. 

GS Clean Energy Income Fund Investment Process 

Clean Energy Backdrop Clean Energy Infrastructure Clean Energy Income Fund Appendix & Disclosures

Focused on resilient businesses with achievable growth

Bottom-Up 

Security 

Selection

Identify Specific Names for Investment

Macro Trend 

Analysis

Evaluate Overall Energy Trends

Top-Down Sector 

Selection

Establish Implications for Clean Energy Infrastructure

Global Energy Supply/Demand Power Generation Trends

Technology Exposure

(solar, wind, hydro, biomass)

Functional Exposure 

(generation, storage, efficiency, 

distribution)

Regional Exposure

Management/ 

Governance

• Capital allocation

• Contracted Assets

• Operational aptitude

• Incentives

• Board independence

Balance 

Sheets 

• Overall leverage

• Complexion of debt

• Holdco vs. corporate 

debt

Technical 

Factors

• Liquidity

• Float

• Shareholder base

Return Expectations/ 

Valuation

• Expected yield  & 

dividend growth

• Enterprise Value / 

EBITDA1

• Price/Earnings

• Price/CAFD2

• Discounted cash flow
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Focused on renewable independent power producers (IPPs) and power infrastructure 

with contracted and/or regulated cash flows and varied geographic revenue exposure

GS Clean Energy Income Fund Highlights

Sources: GSAM, Factset, Bloomberg; data as 30-Sep-2020. 1Renewable independent power producers (IPPs) generate and sell electric power from renewable sources for their customers, which 

are predominantly utilities, governments or corporates. 2Benchmark: 50% Eagle North America Renewables Infrastructure Gross Index (RENEWNA), 35% Indxx Yieldco and Renewable Energy 

Income Net Index (IYLCOREC) & 15% Eagle Global Renewables Infrastructure Gross Index (RENEW), 3Within credit ratings, forward leverage is elevated due to asset level debt held by IPPs that 

is amortized over the asset’s contract tenor. CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate. EPS: Earnings per Shares. 4The gross yield is the yield earned on an investment before taxes and other 

expenses are deducted. Please see the following slide for standardized total returns and other important disclosures. Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. 

>1.2x 

Coverage

Non-IG

IG Rated

Name Ticker Weight

Brookfield Renewable Partners LP BEP-U 11.3%

Northland Power Inc NPI 7.9%

NextEra Energy Inc NEE 6.4%

Emera Inc EMA 6.4%

NextEra Energy Partners LP NEP 6.0%

Boralex Inc BLX 5.5%

Clearway Energy Inc CWEN/A 4.9%

Innergex Renewable Energy Inc INE 4.8%

Hydro One Ltd H 4.7%

Atlantica Sustainable Infrastructure PLC AY 4.6%

Portfolio Benchmark2

2-Yr Forward Leverage Expectations 4.4x 4.2x

2-Yr Forward Expected EPS CAGR 10.9% 9.7%

% of Portfolio Investment Grade3 58.3% 56.3%

Weighted Average Market Cap $22.3 Bn $17.1 Bn

Gross Yield 3.6%4 3.9%

Primary Exposure to Renewable IPPs1

Global Universe with a North American Focus

Top 10 Holdings (Company Descriptions in Appendix)

Fund & Benchmark Characteristics

1%

35%

64%

Clean Tech

Renewable-Focused Power
Infrastructure

Renewable IPPs

Clean Energy Backdrop Clean Energy Infrastructure Clean Energy Income Fund Appendix & Disclosures
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The returns represent past performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results. The Fund’s investment return and principal value will fluctuate so 

that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance 

quoted above. Please visit our Web site at: www.GSAMFUNDS.com to obtain the most recent month-end returns.

Standardized Total Returns are average annual total returns or cumulative total returns (only if the performance period is one year or less) as of the most recent 

calendar quarter-end. They assume reinvestment of all distributions at net asset value. Because P Shares do not involve a sales charge, such a charge is not 

applied to their Standardized Total Returns.  

The Investment Adviser has agreed to reduce or limit “Other Expenses” (excluding acquired fund fees and expenses, transfer agency fees and expenses, taxes, 

interest, brokerage fees, expenses of shareholder meetings, litigation and indemnification, and extraordinary expenses) to 0.054% of the Fund’s average daily net 

assets through at least June 26, 2021, and prior to such date, the Investment Adviser may not terminate the arrangement without the approval of the Board of 

Trustees.

1The gross yield is the yield earned on an investment before taxes and other expenses are deducted. 2The net yield is the gross yield less the net expense ratio. 3The 30-Day 

Standardized Subsidized Yield does not include the portion of net income that is expected to be deemed return of capital. The method of calculation of the 30-Day

Standardized Subsidized Yield is mandated by the Securities Exchange Commission and is determined by dividing the net investment income per share earned during the 

last 30 days of the period by the maximum public offering price of the Fund (“POP”) per share on the last day of the period. This number is then annualized. The 30-Day 

Standardized Subsidized Yield reflects fee waivers and/or expense reimbursements recorded by the Fund during the period. Without waivers and/or reimbursements, yields 

would be reduced. This yield does not necessarily reflect income actually earned and distributed by the Fund and, therefore, may not be correlated with the dividends or other 

distributions paid to shareholders. The 30-Day Standardized Unsubsidized Yield does not adjust for any fee waivers and/or expense reimbursements in effect. If the Fund 

does not incur any fee waivers and/or expense reimbursements during the period, the 30-Day Standard Subsidized Yield and 30-Day Standardized Unsubsidized Yield will be 

identical.

Standardized Total Returns

(as of 30-Sep-2020) Inception 1 Year (%) 5 Year (%)

Since

Inception (%)

GS Clean Energy Income Fund 26-Jun-20 N/A N/A 20.60%

Expense Ratio (as of 30-Sep-2020) GS Clean Energy Income Fund

Gross Expense Ratio 1.70%

Net Total Expense Ratio 0.89%

Yields (as of 30-Sep-2020) GS Clean Energy Income Fund

Gross Portfolio Yield1 3.61%

Net Portfolio Yield2 2.72%

Standardized 30-Day Subsidized Yield3 1.54%

Standardized 30-Day Unsubsidized Yield 0.23%

Standardized Total Returns 
GS Clean Energy Income Fund, Class I Shares (GCEDX) – Net of Fees

Clean Energy Backdrop Clean Energy Infrastructure Clean Energy Income Fund Appendix & Disclosures
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GS Clean Energy Income Fund Risk Overview

Government policy/regulatory changes 

• If government policy no longer focuses on renewables 

growth and/or reduces allowable rates of return, there 

could be a slowdown in investment capital focused on 

clean energy infrastructure.

Rising interest rates

• If interest rates increase, this could lead to a higher cost 

of capital for clean energy infrastructure developers, 

lowering returns on investment.

Global slowdown

• The risk of a recession could lead to a slowdown in the 

economy, which in turn could reduce capital investment 

and energy demand.

Trade wars/tariffs 

• Trade wars and tariffs could lead to increased 

development costs and/or less demand for clean energy 

infrastructure.

Customer health

• As many clean energy infrastructure companies sign 

long-term contracts for energy off-put, economically 

stressed counterparties could raise contractual concerns.

Construction delays

• Any construction delays, created by permitting issues 

and/or exogenous events, could impede cash flow 

generation, reduce returns and decrease the pace of 

renewables growth.

Weather

• Poor weather conditions could lead to lower than 

expected asset utilization.

Increased competition

• As increased capital enters the space, combined with 

decreasing costs, there will be pressure on pricing, which 

in turn can lower rates of returns on projects.

Lagging technological advancements

• A key source of long-term clean energy infrastructure 

growth is dependent on battery storage technology, which 

today is insufficient and remains cost prohibitive to meet 

long-term policy goals.

Sources: GSAM; views as of 30-Sep-2020. This slide only addresses certain risks and that investors should refer to the following slide and the prospectus for further discussion of the risks of 

investing in the Fund.

Macro Risks Micro Risks

Government policy changes, rising rates, customer health and construction delays are 

the key risks to monitor

Clean Energy Backdrop Clean Energy Infrastructure Clean Energy Income Fund Appendix & Disclosures
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Sources: GSAM and Bloomberg; views and data as of 30-Sep-2020. 1Zero turnover in the investment team since inception. There is no guarantee that objectives will be met. The portfolio risk 

management process includes an effort to monitor and manage risk, but does not imply low risk. Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary.

Boutique-like team with a long history of investing in contracted energy infrastructure 

assets that support both traditional and renewable energy sources

GSAM Energy Infrastructure & Renewables Team

Fundamental Equity Fixed Income Central TradingRisk Management

Additional Goldman Sachs Research Inputs Additional Resources

Provides insight into general 

energy trends and relative 

valuations in public equity 

markets.

Provides insight into the 

debt financing environment 

for energy infrastructure 

companies. 

Provides a view into private 

market financing and relative 

valuations.

Seeks to implement 

investment ideas 

with minimal market 

impact and limit 

transaction costs.

Seeks to avoid 

unintended risks 

while helping 

balance risk vs. 

reward. 

Renewable Power & 

Merchant Bank

Experienced Team

• 11-member team with PMs averaging 17 years of 

experience; zero turnover since inception in 20091.

• Extensive investing experience in contracted energy 

infrastructure assets (traditional & renewable).

Differentiated Perspective

• Considered industry thought leaders; early pioneers 

for change in governance structures.

• Infrastructure focused managers that also offer 

broader energy product expertise.

Research Advantage

• Strong relationships and access to key contacts 

across the industry.

• Experienced background in contracted & traditional 

cash flow modeling and counterparty analysis.

Potential Platform Benefits

• Boutique-like team with compelling GSAM platform 

benefits, which enhance the research process.

• Supported by a robust and proprietary risk team 

along with a central trading desk.

Clean Energy Backdrop Clean Energy Infrastructure Clean Energy Income Fund Appendix & Disclosures
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Fund Risk Disclosures

Clean Energy Backdrop Clean Energy Infrastructure Clean Energy Income Fund Appendix & Disclosures

The Goldman Sachs Clean Energy Income Fund invests primarily in U.S. and non-U.S. equity securities issued by clean energy companies. The Fund’s investments are 

subject to market risk, which means that the value of the securities in which it invests may go up or down in response to the prospects of individual companies, particular 

sectors or governments and/or general economic conditions. Because the Fund concentrates its investments in the clean energy sector, the Fund is subject to greater risk 

of loss as a result of adverse economic, business or other developments affecting industries within that sector than if its investments were more diversified across different 

industries. The securities of mid- and small-capitalization companies involve greater risks than those associated with larger, more established companies and may be subject 

to more abrupt or erratic price movements. Foreign and emerging markets investments may be more volatile than investments in U.S. securities and are subject to the risks 

of currency fluctuations and adverse economic, social or political developments. Investments in master limited partnerships (“MLPs”) are subject to certain risks, including 

risks related to limited control and limited rights to vote, potential conflicts of interest, cash flow risks, dilution risks, limited liquidity and risks related to the general partner’s right 

to force sales at undesirable times or prices. Investing in Real Estate Investment Trusts (“REITs”) involves certain unique risks in addition to those risks associated with 

investing in the real estate industry in general. REITs whose underlying properties are concentrated in a particular industry or geographic region are also subject to risks 

affecting such industries and regions. The securities of REITs involve greater risks than those associated with larger, more established companies and may be subject to more 

abrupt or erratic price movements because of interest rate changes, economic conditions and other factors. Investments in energy infrastructure companies are susceptible 

to various factors that may negatively impact their businesses or operations, including changes in environmental, governmental and other regulations, rising interest costs, 

surplus capacity and depletion concerns, increased competition from other providers of services and high leverage. Investments in the utilities industry can be very volatile 

and can be impacted significantly by supply and demand for services or fuel, government regulation, conservation programs, commodity price fluctuations and other factors. The 

Fund may make private investments in public equities (“PIPEs”), which may be deemed illiquid. The Fund’s investments in pooled investment vehicles (including other 

investment companies, exchange-traded funds, REITs and MLPs) subject it to additional expenses. The Fund is non-diversified and may invest a larger percentage of its 

assets in fewer issuers than “diversified” mutual funds. Accordingly, the Fund may be more susceptible to adverse developments affecting any single issuer held in its portfolio 

and to greater losses resulting from these developments.
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Clean Energy is the Key to Lowering Carbon Emissions
Clean energy is a critical component in lowering global CO2 emissions as electricity 

demand is expected to continue growing at a healthy pace

Sources: Bloomberg’s New Energy Outlook 2019, IRENA’s Global Renewables Outlook 2020; latest data available as of 30-Sep.2020. The economic and market forecasts presented herein are for 

informational purposes as of the date of this presentation. There can be no assurance that the forecasts will be achieved.  

• Today, energy and industrial processes are the largest emitters of global carbon emissions, representing ~75% of total global emissions. 

Within this group, 81% originates from the power industry, energy, and transport sectors. 

• From 2020 through 2050, electricity demand is expected to grow by 55%, as more industries electrify such as, transportation and home 

heating. This increase in electricity usage is expected to result in CO2 emissions falling by 35%.   

• Electrifying different sectors is essential to lowering carbon emissions, and this will be led by regions such as, East Asia, the European 

Union, and North America, which are more than doubling their end-use consumption by 2050.
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How Large is the GS Clean Energy Income Fund’s Universe?

Sources: GSAM and Bloomberg, data as of 30-Sep-2020.

>1.2x 

Coverage

Non-IG

IG Rated

A Sector with Significant Growth Potential

• As more energy companies transition to clean energy 

and/or renewables, we expect that the investable 

universe will continue to grow from the current $884 

Bn market cap and 75 issuers.

No Investable Benchmark Captures the Universe

• As we are still in the early stages of the energy 

transition, there is no investable benchmark capturing 

developed market companies that build and own 

contracted/regulated, clean energy infrastructure 

assets.

• We believe accessing the renewables growth story 

through developed market companies limits earnings 

volatility given higher counterparty quality, asset 

diversification, and government support for 

decarbonization initiatives. 

56%

9%

35%

Europe Emerging Market / Other North America

Current Investable Universe Market Cap ($Bn)

75 Issuers | ~$884 Bn Market Cap

$884 Bn investable universe that is expected to expand as the world transitions to 

clean energy
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How do Renewable IPPs Generate Income?
Long-term (5 - 20 year) contracted cash flows underwritten by government & private 

enterprises, which benefit from asset tax shields that partially defer dividend taxes

Sources: GSAM; data as of 30-Sep-2020. Goldman Sachs does not provide accounting, tax or legal advice ¹Many of these companies are involved in multiple renewable technologies as well as 

some non-renewables. Companies selected are the largest by market capitalization in each category. Fund holdings and allocations shown are unaudited, and may not be representative of current 

or future investments. Fund holdings and allocations may not include the Fund's entire investment portfolio, which may change at any time. Fund holdings should not be relied on in making 

investment decisions and should not be construed as research or investment advice regarding particular securities. Current and future holdings are subject to risk.

• NextEra Energy Partners 

(NEP)

• Boralex (BLX)

• Northland Power Inc (NPI)

• Orsted A/S (ORSTED)

• Clearway Energy Inc 

(CWEN) 

• Atlantica Yield (AY)

Onshore Wind Offshore Wind Utility-Scale Solar

• Brookfield Renewable 

Partners (BEP)

• Innergex Renewable 

Energy Inc (INE)

Hydroelectric

Representative Companies (by Technology)¹

Typical Contracted Counterparties (Across Technologies)

Contract Characteristics

Governments Utilities
Corporates   

(Google/Amazon)

Commercial/             

Industrial 

Guaranteed Offtake 5 - 20 Year Contract Durations Inflation Adjustments
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Sources: GSAM and Bloomberg; data as of 30-Sep-2020. Fund holdings and allocations shown are unaudited, and may not be representative of current or future investments. Fund holdings and 

allocations may not include the Fund's entire investment portfolio, which may change at any time. Fund holdings should not be relied on in making investment decisions and should not be construed 

as research or investment advice regarding particular securities. Current and future holdings are subject to risk.

GS Clean Energy Income Fund Top 10 Holdings

Name Ticker Domicile Description

Brookfield Renewable 

Partners LP
BEP-U CA

One of the largest global renewable power producers that owns mostly hydroelectric generation facilities. 

BEP's facilities are across North America, South America, Europe and Asia and they also own wind, solar, 

distributed generation and storage assets. 

Northland Power Inc NPI CA

Owns power generation facilities in Canada, the U.S., Europe and other regions. The company's facilities 

produce electricity from renewable energy sources, such as solar, wind and biomass, as well as natural gas. 

Maintains an active development and construction program for additional new power generation 

opportunities.

NextEra Energy Inc NEE US

The company operates via its two business units, one focused on renewable power development and 

generation (NextEra Energy Resources), and one focused on owning and operating US Utilities (including 

Florida Power & Light). The company is also the parent to NextEra Energy Partners. 

Emera Inc EMA CA

Owns and operates electric generation, transmission and distribution assets and services, and has a strategic 

focus on transformation to renewable energy generation. Serves customers across Canada, the Caribbean 

and the U.S.

NextEra Energy 

Partners LP
NEP US

Owns, operates and acquires contracted clean energy projects including, wind and solar, as well as 

contracted natural gas transmission assets.

Offers diversified exposure to the clean energy infrastructure universe

Top 10 Holdings & Company Descriptions (1-5)
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Sources: GSAM and Bloomberg; data as of 30-Sep-2020. Fund holdings and allocations shown are unaudited, and may not be representative of current or future investments. Fund holdings and 

allocations may not include the Fund's entire investment portfolio, which may change at any time. Fund holdings should not be relied on in making investment decisions and should not be construed 

as research or investment advice regarding particular securities. Current and future holdings are subject to risk.

GS Clean Energy Income Fund Top 10 Holdings (Cont.)

Name Ticker Domicile Description

Boralex Inc BLX CA
Renewable power producer that primarily owns and operates onshore wind facilities. BLX also has some 

hydroelectric assets and a growing solar portfolio. BLX's facilities are located in Canada, the U.S. and France. 

Clearway Energy Inc CWEN/A US
Renewable power producer that primarily owns and operates contracted wind, solar, and natural-gas fired 

power generation facilities. CWEN’s facilities are located in North America. 

Innergex Renewable 

Energy Inc
INE CA

Operates as an independent renewable power producer. Develops, acquires, owns, and operates 

hydroelectric facilities, wind and solar farms. Innergex Renewable Energy serves customers in Canada, the 

U.S., France, and Chile.

Hydro One Ltd H CA

Pure-play regulated transmission and distribution infrastructure company that operates primarily in Canada's 

Ontario province, where it is the largest provider. The company transmits electricity generated by zero or low 

carbon sources, primarily nuclear and renewables.

Atlantica Sustainable 

Infrastructure PLC
AY GB

Primarily a renewable power producer that owns and operates solar assets. AY also owns natural gas

generation, water desalination and electric transmission facilities. AY’s assets and operations span North 

America, South America and EMEA.

Offers diversified exposure to the clean energy infrastructure universe

Top 10 Holdings & Company Descriptions (6-10)
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Appendix & Disclosures
Definitions

Broad Equities – S&P 500 Index (SPX) – an index of 500 stocks chosen for market size, liquidity and industry grouping, among other factors. The S&P 500 is designed to be a 

leading indicator of US equities and is meant to reflect the risk/return characteristics of the large cap universe.

Broad Energy Equities – Energy Select Sector Index (IXE) – a modified market capitalization-based index intended to track the movements of companies that are components 

of the S&P 500 and are involved in the development or production of energy products.

Natural Gas – NG1 Contract – tracks the one month forward natural gas futures trading in units of 10,000 million British thermal unites (mmBtu). The price is based on delivery 

at the Henry Hub in Louisiana. 

Traditional Energy Infrastructure – AMNA Index – The Alerian Midstream Energy Index is a broad-based composite of North American energy infrastructure companies. The 

capped, float-adjusted and capitalization-weighted index is disseminated real-time on a price-return basis (AMNA) and on a total-return basis (AMNAX). 

Clean Energy Infrastructure – From 2015 through 2017, 100% Eagle North America Renewables Infrastructure Gross Index (RENEWNA). From 2018 through current, 50%

Eagle North America Renewables Infrastructure Gross Index (RENEWNA), 35% Indxx Yieldco and Renewable Energy Income Net Index (IYLCOREC) & 15% Eagle Global 

Renewables Infrastructure Gross Index (RENEW). 

RENEWNA Index – The Eagle North American Renewables Infrastructure Index provides a benchmark that is designed to track the performance of renewables infrastructure or 

renewables related infrastructure assets, primarily wind, solar, hydro, biomass, and electric transmission lines. Constituents are companies whose stocks trade in either the USA 

and Canada, though assets owned by these companies can have a global reach. The index is a capped, float-adjusted, capitalization-weighted index developed by Eagle Global 

Advisors, and disseminated real-time on a price-return basis (RENEWNA) and on a total-return basis (RENEWNAT). 

IYLCOREC Index – a Net Total Return Index designed to track the performance of income-paying renewable energy companies (RECs) and companies categorized as 

YieldCos listed in Developed and Emerging Markets.

RENEW Index – The Eagle Global Renewables Infrastructure Index provides a benchmark that is designed to track the performance of renewables infrastructure or 

renewables-related infrastructure assets, primarily wind, solar, hydro, biomass, and electric transmission lines. Constituents are companies whose stocks trade globally in 

OECD countries. The index is a capped, float-adjusted, capitalization-weighted index developed by Eagle Global Advisors, and disseminated real-time on a price-return basis 

(RENEW) and on a total-return basis (RENEWTR).

Clean Tech – ECO Index – The WilderHill Clean Energy Index is a modified equal dollar weighted index comprised of publicly traded companies whose business's stand to 

benefit substantially from societal transition toward the use of cleaner energy and conservation. The index benchmark value is 100.00 at the close of trading on December 30, 

2002. 

Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITS) – FTSE/NAREIT North America Index – gauges the performance of companies that develop and own real estate in North America.

Utilities – PHLX Utility Sector Index (UTY) – a  market capitalization-weighted index composed of geographically diverse public utility stocks.

High Yield Bonds – ICE BofA US High Yield Index (H0A0) – tracks the performance of US dollar denominated below investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the US 

domestic market. Qualifying securities must have a below investment grade rating (based on an average of Moody’s, S&P and Fitch), at least 18 months to final maturity at the 

time of issuance, at least one year remaining term to final maturity as of the rebalancing date, a fixed coupon schedule and a minimum amount outstanding of $250 million.

Investment Grade Bonds – Moody’s Seasoned Baa Corporate Bond Yield (MOODCBAA) – measures the yield on corporate bonds that are rated Baa. Corporate bonds are 

rated based on their default probability, health of the corporation’s debt structure, as well as the overall health of the economy. The Baa rating is relatively low risk, and is 

considered investment grade, however it is only one grade above a junk bond rating. An important way to analyze bond yields is spreads between different kinds of bonds. 

During the financial crisis in 2008-2009, the spread between Aaa and Baa bonds widened because of the unpredictability of bonds and increased default rates.
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Appendix & Disclosures
Definitions (Cont.)

Municipal Bonds – BVAL Muni Benchmark 10Y (049M10Y) – the curve is the baseline curve for BVAL tax-exempt munis. It is populated with high quality US municipal bonds 

with an average rating of AAA from Moody's and S&P. The yield curve is built using non-parametric fit of market data obtained from the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board.

10 Year Treasury – BofA Merrill Lynch US Treasuries (10Y) Index – an unmanaged index that tracks the performance of the three most recently issued 10-year US Treasury 

notes

Upstream: Upstream investments include companies that are engaged in the manufacturing and development of clean energy technology, including solar panels, wind turbines, 

batteries and fuel cells. 

Midstream: Midstream clean energy infrastructure companies include companies that primarily own, operate and in some cases develop clean energy assets (solar, wind, 

hydro, biomass, ethanol) often selling clean energy to a purchaser under long term contracts. 

Downstream: Downstream energy companies include companies that are engaged in the distribution, use and deployment of clean energy.

Spread: A spread is the difference between two numbers, usually between two types of yields such as the yield of a security above a 10 year treasury bill.

CAGR: Compound annual growth rate is a business and investing specific term for the geometric progression ratio that provides a constant rate of return over the time period.

Basis point (BPS): refers to a common unit of measure for interest rates and other percentages in finance. One basis point is equal to 1/100th of 1%, or 0.01%, or 0.0001, and 

is used to denote the percentage change in a financial instrument.

Stocks: Stock investments are subject to market risk, which means that the value of the securities may go up or down in response to the prospects of individual companies, 

particular sectors and/or general economic conditions.

Bonds: Fixed income investing involves interest rate risk. When interest rates rise, bond prices generally fall.

High Yield: Below investment grade (high yield) bonds are more at risk of default and are subject to liquidity risk.

10-Year US Treasuries: A 10-Year Treasury is a debt obligation backed by the United States government and its interest payments are exempt from state and local taxes. 

However, interest payments are not exempt from federal taxes.

EV/EBITDA: Enterprise Value (EV) divided by earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA). EV is calculated as follows: Market Capitalization + 

Preferred Shares + Minority Interest + Debt – Total Cash.

2-Yr Forward Expected Earnings Per Share (EPS) Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR): weighted average consensus 2 year forward EPS CAGR expectations.

2-Yr Forward Leverage Expectations: weighted average consensus 2 year forward debt to EBITDA. 

Offtake Agreement: An agreement between a producer and customer to buy an agreed upon amount of the producer’s future output.

Weighted Average Market Cap: the average value of the companies in the index or portfolio. 
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Appendix & Disclosures
General Disclosures

This material is provided at your request for informational purposes only. This material is not a recommendation to invest in a GSAM strategy or product. It is not a 

recommendation to buy or sell or hold any particular securities. It is not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities. Any hypothetical or model portfolios described herein 

are intended for use only by the financial intermediary as an input in the development of investment advice from such intermediary to its own clients. No information provided 

herein will supplant the obligation of the financial intermediary to interpose its own best judgment in making investment decisions or investment recommendations to its clients.

Master Limited Partnerships ("MLPs") may be generally less liquid than other publicly traded securities and as such can be more volatile and involve higher risk. Investments in 

securities of an MLP involve risks that differ from investments in common stocks, including risks related limited control andlimited rights to vote on matters affecting the MLP, 

risks related to potential conflicts of interest between the MLP and the MLP’s general partner, cash flow risks, dilution risks and risks related to the general partner’s right to 

require unit holders to sell their common units at an undesirable time or price. MLPs are also generally considered interest-rate sensitive investments. During periods of interest 

rate volatility, these investments may not provide attractive returns.

Investments in MLPs are subject to certain risks, including risks related to limited control and limited rights to vote, potential conflicts of interest, cash flow risks, dilution risks, 

limited liquidity and risks related to the general partner’s right to force sales at undesirable times or prices.

MLPs may also involve substantially different tax treatment than other equity-type investments, and such tax treatment could be disadvantageous to certain types of investors, 

such as retirement plans, mutual funds, charitable accounts, foreign investors, retirement accounts or charitable entities. In addition, investments in MLPs may trigger state tax 

reporting requirements. Generally, a master limited partnership (“MLP”) is treated as a partnership for Federal income tax purposes. Therefore, investors in an MLP may be 

subject to certain taxes in addition to Federal income taxes, including state and local income taxes imposed by the various jurisdictions in which the MLP conducts business or 

owns property. In addition, certain tax-exempt investors in an MLP, such as tax-exempt foundations and charitable lead trusts, may incur unrelated business taxable income 

(“UBTI”) with respect to their investment. UBTI may result in increased Federal, and possibly state and local, tax costs, andmay also result in additional filing requirements for 

tax exempt investors. Non-US investors may be subject to US taxation on a net income basis and have US filing obligations as a result of investing in MLPs. The tax reporting 

information for MLPs generally is provided to investors on an annual IRS Schedule K-1, rather than an IRS Form 1099. To the extent the Schedule K-1 is delivered after April 

15, you may be required to request an extension to file your tax returns. 

Views and opinions expressed are for informational purposes only and do not constitute a recommendation by GSAM to buy, sell, or hold any security. Views and opinions are 

current as of the date of this presentation and may be subject to change, they should not be construed as investment advice.

References to indices, benchmarks or other measures of relative market performance over a specified period of time are provided for your information only and do not imply that 

the portfolio will achieve similar results. The index composition may not reflect the manner in which a portfolio is constructed. While an adviser seeks to design a portfolio which 

reflects appropriate risk and return features, portfolio characteristics may deviate from those of the benchmark.

Economic and market forecasts presented herein reflect a series of assumptions and judgments as of the date of this presentation and are subject to change without notice. 

These forecasts do not take into account the specific investment objectives, restrictions, tax and financial situation or other needs of any specific client. Actual data will vary and 

may not be reflected here. These forecasts are subject to high levels of uncertainty that may affect actual performance. Accordingly, these forecasts should be viewed as merely 

representative of a broad range of possible outcomes. These forecasts are estimated, based on assumptions, and are subject to significant revision and may change materially 

as economic and market conditions change. Goldman Sachs has no obligation to provide updates or changes to these forecasts. Case studies and examples are for illustrative 

purposes only.
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General Disclosures

This material is not authorized for distribution to prospective investors unless preceded or accompanied by a current Prospectus or 

summary prospectus, if applicable. Investors should consider a Fund’s objective, risks, and charges and expenses, and read the 

summary prospectus, if available, and/or the Prospectus carefully before investing or sending money. The summary prospectus, if

available, and the Prospectus contain this and other information about a Fund and may be obtained from your authorized dealer or

from Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC by calling (retail—1-800-526-7384) (institutional—1-800-621-2550).

Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. The value of investments and the income derived from investments will fluctuate and can go 

down as well as up. A loss of principal may occur.

Goldman Sachs does not provide legal, tax or accounting advice, unless explicitly agreed between you and Goldman Sachs (generally through certain services offered only to 

clients of Private Wealth Management). Any statement contained in this presentation concerning U.S. tax matters is not intended or written to be used and cannot be used for 

the purpose of avoiding penalties imposed on the relevant taxpayer. Notwithstanding anything in this document to the contrary, and except as required to enable compliance 

with applicable securities law, you may disclose to any person the US federal and state income tax treatment and tax structure of the transaction and all materials of any kind 

(including tax opinions and other tax analyses) that are provided to you relating to such tax treatment and tax structure, without Goldman Sachs imposing any limitation of any 

kind. Investors should be aware that a determination of the tax consequences to them should take into account their specific circumstances and that the tax law is subject to 

change in the future or retroactively and investors are strongly urged to consult with their own tax advisor regarding any potential strategy, investment or transaction.

This information discusses general market activity, industry or sector trends, or other broad-based economic, market or political conditions and should not be construed as 

research or investment advice. This material has been prepared by GSAM and is not financial research nor a product of Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research (GIR). It 

was not prepared in compliance with applicable provisions of law designed to promote the independence of financial analysis and is not subject to a prohibition on trading 

following the distribution of financial research. The views and opinions expressed may differ from those of Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research or other departments or 

divisions of Goldman Sachs and its affiliates. Investors are urged to consult with their financial advisors before buying or selling any securities. This information may not be 

current and GSAM has no obligation to provide any updates or changes. 

This Fund and its respective benchmark have not been rated by an independent rating agency. The credit allocation provided refers to the Fund's underlying portfolio securities. 

For the purpose of determining compliance with any credit rating requirement, each Fund assigns a security, at the time of purchase, the highest rating by a Nationally 

Recognized Statistical Rating Organization (NRSRO) if the security is rated by more than one NRSRO. For this purpose, each Fund relies only on the ratings of the following 

NRSROs: Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s and Fitch, Inc. This method may differ from the method independently used by benchmark providers. GSAM will use a single rating if that 

is the only one available. Securities that are not rated by all three agencies are reflected as such in the breakdown. Unrated securities may be purchased by a Fund if they are 

determined by the Investment Adviser to be of a credit quality consistent with the Fund’s credit rating requirements. Unrated securities do not necessarily indicate low quality, 

and for such securities the investment adviser will evaluate the credit quality. GSAM converts all ratings to the equivalent S&P major rating category when illustrating credit 

rating breakdowns. Ratings and fund/benchmark credit quality may change over time. 

Although certain information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, completeness or fairness. We have relied upon and 

assumed without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources.

The fund is recently organized and has a limited operating history.
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Confidentiality 

No part of this material may, without GSAM’s prior written consent, be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form, by any means, or (ii) distributed to any person that is not 

an employee, officer, director, or authorized agent of the recipient.

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC is the distributor of the Goldman Sachs Funds. 

- No Bank Guarantee 

- May Lose Value 

- Not FDIC Insured 

© 2020 Goldman Sachs. All rights reserved. 

Date of First Use: 23-Oct-2020

Rubi ID: 219680
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